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2011

March

11'th March, 2011

22:49   boredom just-another word..for - nothing left to do. - it's not a
word for me - not a word for me - specially when I pee - bobby
Magee.

23:04   words not read are void of meaning --

23:06   tweeting is a rationalization of a moment otherwise wasted....

23:08   twitter has allowed me to see how a moment of life can be
constructively wasted..

23:09   if a tweet does not get read - does that mean I'm just tweeting
myself?

23:12   Is tweeting not just a form of exhibitionistic mental
masturbation?

23:15   http://naykdpt.blogspot.com

23:18   String theory - tie it and it will bind
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23:19   Water theory - god's perspiration

23:22   Shag carpet is made for lovers

23:26   Objection to the object being the objective of the
objectification, objectifies the objector from being objective,
objectively.

23:30   Transience is the transition to a transitional transitory
transiting of transit in a transitory transitivity.

23:32   Fractal is a fractal of a fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal,
fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal, fractal, fracta

23:39   The depths of despair is approximately two feet give or take
an inch or....0.606 +/- 0.025 meters if you're into metric

23:40   @noaheverett maybe: I am old????

23:46   Boredom just a nother word - for nothin left do - nothin left to
do - but twitter my tweet...

13'th March, 2011

10:14   awoken by the clamor of silence attests to reality being
beyond the dream

10:43   Check my blog at http://www.evolver.net/user/na… maybe
even consider joining if you are into being enlightened and
informed on life
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10:44   @AaronMFlynn oh the freedom of it all....

10:46   @Clementinaozwyo coz it's your change to take a `bullet' for
someone to prove your love...

17:05   just posted a hot m on m story 4 those interested...
http://naykdpt.blogspot.com/

14'th March, 2011

10:13   No words here to virtually greet, sign of social defeat or,
visiable clue to retreat to find happiness from reality street?

10:17   Socially connected by invisible wire, Phenomena to all to
aspire, When batteries run dry, energy fail, What is left to
chart this trail

10:23   Wi-Fi possess competition to nature's frequencies of
consciousness giving rise to confused communications -
Brain: `sorry, wrong number'

10:26   Sun rises from the East, settles to the West, Moon appears in
the East, disappears to the West. Or do they? Have you
looked up lately?

10:36   Reality is but consciousness' dream from which you awake to
discern, Reality has become ashes, in a fancy urn - Wake up!

10:37   @aurosan When you realizing you are winning
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10:40   I'm hungry, I need to be fed, But too lazy to get out of bed,
Maybe I'll just dream of breakfast in bed, But it's the
bread-crumbs i dread

10:47   Imagination's loss is something to fear, Words of meaning that
no longer appear, Rendering yet another twitter account to a
lesser career.

10:52   @AaronMFlynn When Gia speaks, take heed and listen, her
wrath and fury is not a primary mission

12:15   Remediation - plight or purpose of collective humanity - the ills
of those amongst us?

12:19   They who FOLLOW - are prone to be misguided or to flounder
in oblivion of `loss of direction' - YOU CHOOSE!

12:22   twit:To taunt, ridicule, or tease, especially for embarrassing
mistakes or faults - There-in lies a message?

12:25   Your greatest enemy is to become your best friend - for it is
they you should KNOW the best

12:26   Time is merely dust in the wind....

12:35   Writing to express the thouights that come to mind, that to
words their time will find and to another mind of thought, they
will find.
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16'th March, 2011

08:15   @aurosan I'd say kinda 'hot'

08:17   @GayGuysGalore do guys do that sort of thing??? <kidding!'
HOT...

08:21   @GayGuysGalore U'd think after seeing a 1000 hard cocks -
U'd of seen them all - BUT JUST AIN'T SO!!!!

17'th March, 2011

23:21   @AaronMFlynn don't forget to have a cannolli

21'st March, 2011

08:04   It snowed again last night..will this shit ever go away????

08:07   An Australian insight to the planned destruction of WikiLeaks
and Assange... http://vimeo.com/21158162

12:46   Just finished writing a couple new chapters to ongoing saga
titled: Walden - An Amish Boy - intrigue and
sex..hhtp://naykdpt.blogspot.com

13:15   @POETIKAuk just got an account, but site not too easy to
navigate..hard to read and poetry submission not made easy
or my browser is off<?>
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13:19   @POETIKAuk submission page only shows banner to sell
something..no form for upload - is it firefox browser friendly
<?>

13:21   @ColbertReport Colbert Report not accessible to Canada -
that's the shits! damn licensing agreements...

23'rd March, 2011

09:22   does an Icon ever truly die?

09:29   Which is it that makes one iconoclastic: that which gained our
attention or, the manner by which they responded to it?
Elizabeth Taylor
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April

4'th April, 2011

18:02   Inter-connected, cause and effect Chain reaction of principles
illustrate the homo-genetic plan That man is to nature, as
nature is to man

5'th April, 2011

07:34   Many poems have been written, Telling of love, hate or being
smitten, But to whom do they serve, The creator or reader of
their words?

07:41   Snow graces the soil, with hope, one last time. I am waiting
for glorious heat of the day's sun shine, To bask naked in it, I'll
be inclined

07:47   Reality is a slap on the face, little time to waste, a turkey that's
self-based, a joke in bad taste, a politician who lies to your
face!

07:52   If humans had more faith in their fellow humans, would there
be a need for any form of religious faith? Or are humans just
scapegoats?

07:57   As a delicate bubble tossed, bobbed by the currents of the
wind, I explore this world to find where I fit in, Doing what I
can to avoid pins
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08:00   Some words can mean a lot, Others used to mire the plot, Or
even to convey a serious thought, But these words here, are
not of those sought

08:06   I view the TV screen for what I can glean, Strange as it may
seem what is conveyed is oft vicious and mean, Reflection of
an American dream?

08:23   The suit of identity, the persona I wish to convey, may be
business formal or just shorts for play, but naked, for sure, I
keep hidden away

08:28   The more I twitter, the less I become bitter, though my time I
do fltter, away! Hur-ray!

08:30   Watching and listening to some of Colbert Repor's guest - I
sometimes think: THEY JUST DON'T GET IT!

08:34   Am I just pissing in the wind cause my feet are starting to feel
a little damp?

08:38   If good hot sex with another burns a lot of calories, does that
mean masturbation will burn only half as many? Hmmm..

08:40   I am either extremely bored or suffering from a bad case of
cerebral diarrhea. I did eat a dictionary last night. Hmmmm.

08:45   As a gay man, I totally support the sport of cock fighting and
consider it a victimless offense especially amongst consenting
adults
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12'th April, 2011

09:19   @aurosan YES, but likely worse given the wide availability of
GUNS!

09:23   U'no the ol sayn: `life is a mystery'; I've resolved it! It was in
my `closet' all this time...go figure

09:24   Is there a real world out there or do I just have a great cable
connection?

09:29   Charlie Sheen takes being a celebrity VERY seriously; he
proves it by unbridled celebrating 24/7 at any expense!

09:33   Who decides what is right or left when left to chose rightly
what is righteous or leftist?

09:37   Is the `western' world good and `east' less so because
goodness follows the Sun as it moves from east to west
across the sky?

09:40   Are Cheerios really cheery as they are drowned in milk and
crunched by a bunch of bicuspids or are they just `O's'?

09:41   If Coffee is a stimulant - what is Coke?

09:43   Is there such a thing as saying `too much' and who is it to
decide?

09:45   If Shakespeare is the godfather to great literature, then I want
to be one of his hit-men
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09:46   I think I just shot my own foot - Ooouch!

09:47   @saltpublishing totally agree - wouldn't it be nice to get a hold
of one of those `pills'

09:49   @StephenAtHome who the f is Jon Kyl anyway???

09:52   Google Jon Kyl:' likes to stand in a public forum and make up
facts about Planned Parenthood.'

09:53   Is it just me or does anybody else read these things?
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May

31'st May, 2011

09:20   2sukacockis2nothedepthofyourthroat
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August

6'th August, 2011

08:24   Responded to 'Dozens of U.S. troops feared killed as NATO
helicopter crashes in...': http://bit.ly/r1qXxL #soulpancake

08:28   Responded to 'does true love exist?': http://bit.ly/qz24Yp
#soulpancake

08:31   Responded to 'does true love exist?': http://bit.ly/nRSJBj
#soulpancake

08:45   Responded to 'Do Animals Have Souls?': http://bit.ly/nybpXu
#soulpancake

08:52   Responded to 'Why are spiritual conversations taboo within
many friendship circles?': http://bit.ly/q1VKEV #soulpancake

09:14   Responded to 'The Internet stole 12 years of my life, for the
good or the bad its a...': http://bit.ly/oO7h8Z #soulpancake

09:19   Responded to 'what color would you be?': http://bit.ly/nQRaFP
#soulpancake

09:27   Responded to 'Insult me.': http://bit.ly/r9fKvH #soulpancake

09:35   Responded to 'Do you believe in aliens or other life forms?':
http://bit.ly/qshZ4h #soulpancake
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10:37   Responded to 'Whats your best movie pitch?':
http://bit.ly/n5iAC0 #soulpancake

10:39   Responded to 'What book or author has impacted your life the
most-in a positive way?': http://bit.ly/qOzAOx #soulpancake

10:40   Responded to 'What is your go to defense mechanism in a
relationship? How are you...': http://bit.ly/pQ6N0l
#soulpancake

10:41   Responded to 'What would you really do if you met your idol?':
http://bit.ly/oXcBPm #soulpancake

10:44   Responded to 'What role does God play in the individuals'
everyday life?': http://bit.ly/nJCv8p #soulpancake

10:45   Responded to 'When you have a power outage, what do you
do?': http://bit.ly/oRulE9 #soulpancake

10:48   Responded to 'Beer?': http://bit.ly/pn5JlS #soulpancake

11:01   Responded to 'How strongly should the ideals of the Founding
Fathers be upheld...': http://bit.ly/q32jbw #soulpancake

11:16   Responded to 'The 3 second stare': http://bit.ly/mZuivg
#soulpancake

11:17   Responded to 'Would the world be better off if no money
existed?': http://bit.ly/pNJGGi #soulpancake

11:25   Responded to 'Brain teaser': http://bit.ly/qkdYlF #soulpancake
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11:35   Responded to 'How can people watch Fox News?':
http://bit.ly/o8Jxcp #soulpancake

12:48   Responded to 'What do you want on your tombstone?':
http://bit.ly/oy50Tw #soulpancake

12:58   Responded to 'Have you ever had an encounter with public
nudity?': http://bit.ly/qc8xnQ #soulpancake

10'th August, 2011

19:59   Responded to 'People are unique? Why other animals do not
build concrete buildings?': http://bit.ly/nWsu5a #soulpancake

20:06   Responded to 'What do you think about this awesome dude?
': http://bit.ly/pOaiL6 #soulpancake

20:09   Responded to 'Any difference between enjoying watching
ESPN or Porn?': http://bit.ly/p58jL7 #soulpancake

20:18   Responded to 'Can someone please explain to me why
people are rioting in the UK? Ive...': http://bit.ly/offjsV
#soulpancake

20:27   Responded to 'Have you ever had little thought fragments
buzzing around your head?': http://bit.ly/nGDKwQ
#soulpancake

20:28   Responded to 'How do you define "smart"?': http://bit.ly/q9Hlzf
#soulpancake
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20:30   Responded to 'Enjoying the peace of the natural world?':
http://bit.ly/nsSkLf #soulpancake

20:39   Responded to 'The "Three Main Religions"': http://bit.ly/qjj3Po
#soulpancake

20:41   Responded to 'What's the definition of the purpose in relation
to the purpose of...': http://bit.ly/r7X8vr #soulpancake

20:45   Responded to 'All these questions today is dumb so let me
ask a good one. Do you...': http://bit.ly/mS54Nk #soulpancake

20:55   Responded to 'What are your feelings about highschool???':
http://bit.ly/o8Z8BL #soulpancake

20:57   Responded to 'How are you significant?': http://bit.ly/pkIWQz
#soulpancake

21:03   Responded to 'For those who believe in an afterlife, how
would your life change if...': http://bit.ly/qINNaW #soulpancake

21:06   Responded to 'What would it take for you to start a riot?':
http://bit.ly/oL1d75 #soulpancake

21:08   Responded to 'Am I gay for loving this guy? (not that there'd
be anything wrong with...': http://bit.ly/rknqbJ #soulpancake

21:12   Responded to 'What do you think happens after death?':
http://bit.ly/nYoskV #soulpancake

21:14   Responded to 'When do you know when a love is no longer
love but just a commitment?': http://bit.ly/pn6L2f #soulpancake
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21:15   Responded to 'Is ignorance bliss?': http://bit.ly/qbXcog
#soulpancake

21:16   Responded to 'Capitalism requires unlimited growth by
definition. Earths resources...': http://bit.ly/pSBip8
#soulpancake

21:21   Responded to 'It's 11:11 here. What's your wish?':
http://bit.ly/ohBybL #soulpancake

21:23   Responded to 'Feeling a bit overwhelmed? What helps you
get your ducks in a row?': http://bit.ly/qtsePY #soulpancake

21:24   Responded to 'Do you ever feel like once school is out, you
have no friends?': http://bit.ly/pIcJR6 #soulpancake

28'th August, 2011

10:02   Responded to 'do dreams ever really signify anything? ':
http://t.co/pMvczAy #soulpancake

10:34   Responded to 'will life ever get better for me...?':
http://t.co/Jr9woSF #soulpancake

10:35   Responded to 'What does "home" mean?': http://t.co/t0jTDTH
#soulpancake

10:46   Responded to 'Why are creationist Christians so threatened
by the fact of evolution?': http://t.co/f0ZXwTq #soulpancake
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10:55   Responded to 'If you can't possess something, does it
become worthless?': http://t.co/KyNjFnx #soulpancake

11:05   Responded to 'In light of "TCAP" and the issue of Pedophilia
being more widly known...': http://t.co/IYc2Ogj #soulpancake

11:10   Responded to 'Do adults disregard what children say just
because they are young?': http://t.co/HmJR5pU #soulpancake

11:16   Responded to 'if god came down and told you that he wasn't
really good and that he...': http://t.co/sM1e7V6 #soulpancake

11:18   Responded to 'Have you ever fallen in love with a furious
weather phenomenon?': http://t.co/iNxaqkj #soulpancake

11:25   Responded to 'Should I just start hanging Whitey in my
backyard outside?': http://t.co/8P877sw #soulpancake

11:31   Favorited a response to 'As an organism, is our environment
in opposition to the greater...': http://t.co/9waOD9h
#soulpancake

11:52   Responded to 'As an organism, is our environment in
opposition to the greater...': http://t.co/vOFdOjv #soulpancake
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2012

January

5'th January, 2012

09:15   a note for you: http://t.co/8MtoDmmy

09:22   a note for you: http://t.co/rGgktIcd
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April

14'th April, 2012

09:12   NAYKD POET: @BlurbBooks: HOMAGE TO A WORLD
LOST http://t.co/WvkQWcyF ebook 4 ipad/phone

09:22   Buy NAYKD POET's ebook @BlurbBooks: Self~Exploration
Through Poetry http://t.co/b5lZYkO1

09:23   NAYKD POET's GAY EROTICA, eBook @BlurbBooks:
NAYKD POET(RY) http://t.co/QBbOHrWc

09:30   a NAYKD body has nothing to hide - especially to what
resides inside...

09:33   looking 4 lust in all the wrong places, just 4 fun ignoring the
faces, to expunge luv's traces.

09:35   NAYKD POET's shameless soliciting - check out erotic poetry
@ http://t.co/QBbOHrWc

09:40   hardcore fantasy meant to delight-an urge that's 2 strong to
fight-esp in the late of nite-do what's right
http://t.co/QBbOHrWc
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May

3'rd May, 2012

10:15   Preview my latest book from @BlurbBooks: Voice
http://t.co/VlvYTmzp

16'th May, 2012

11:09   Q:If glbl pop’ln grth wil xcd rths ablt 2 rplnsh itslf by 2030, Y
rsrch life xtensn pot’l? http://t.co/iUUU6jkd

24'th May, 2012

12:39   you can’t be deemed responsible for a friend's perceived
mistake but for the failing to mention its potential to occur
(naykdpoet ‘12)
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June

12'th June, 2012

09:50   Q: If each and every mind on Earth were a light-bulb that
glowed only with each, new original thought; just how dark
would the world be?

10:04   Sol’n 2 global warming: stop expending/wasting energy
reporting celebrity gossip - entertainment industry foot-print
already 2-2 large

22'nd June, 2012

09:40   the lure to a brighter tomorrow is acknowledgement to
fulfillment of today...

09:59   beware the fragrant trance of the blossoming bloom for it can
beguile the prick of its hidden thorn - naykdpoet 2012

24'th June, 2012

16:06   One never traverses a path already trodden though the
scenery may seem familiar along its way....naykdpoet 2012

25'th June, 2012

16:15   Lest ye judge; be thee judged: judge-mental?
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16:29   Due to the dew, we had to do what was due too; so their
share of dew due is two too and is over there , so there!
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July

20'th July, 2012

16:36   the order that is the bridge to civility seems surely to be falling
into chaos

16:37   the violence that has captured the world plays as ominous
telling of a treacherous, potential future to unfold
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September

18'th September, 2012

12:20   In any language a slur is a slur - Yunel Escoba should be
suspended and charged with a hate crime for this
http://t.co/ISaKaE4Y

24'th September, 2012

08:37   thought de jour earthly mysteries can’t be rightfully denied;
though witnessed by human eyes their truth to presence will
forever, be belied

08:46   ‘the fall is coming!' What, financial collapse or colorful fauna?
‘damn the English language!’

08:56   Being but a prick to this body earth, worthless to its lofty
goals, yet sustained by striving to be a thorn in its side:
naykdpoet 2012

09:04   spider's web, social networks' design, is in truth, material for
social decline, lacking tactile contact, upon which its purpose
is incfined

25'th September, 2012

09:42   I'm `Followed'; therefore I am?
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09:55   Social Media: the delusional glue binding incremental souls
otherwise lost to a realm of insignificance in the unfathomable
sea of humanity
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October

1'st October, 2012

11:40   I write 'til the cows come home; then they BITCH coz I don't
have supper ready! MOOOOO... Alright already.....

11:52   Watch YOUTUBE:DYNAMO TV - a UK phantasmal magician,
he has some serious talent that destroys natural laws of
nature! http://t.co/LPCWD4BF

5'th October, 2012

08:26   thought de jour: the spirit moves within, to defray chance to
dim, the motivation to win, ‘til life’s fin

08:29   check out my revamped wordpress blog - easier to navigate
with all works CATEGORIZED by topic - (right-side menu bar)
http://t.co/Pku6xGUr

16'th October, 2012

09:12   Placing people on a pedestal, the more likely they are to
suffer from the fall

09:16   Wisdom is not the sole domain of the aged for the innocent
mind of youth spawns potential for a much greater incite.
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09:21   This time upon us reveals an awakening; the shattering of
conventional wisdom and institutionalized thought leading to
an uncertain tomorrow

09:31   Revel the revelation of revolt revealing revulsion of rival
revelations revealed through revolution and revile in its
revelation.

09:44   Binary manifestation to NOW; 0 1, yin yang, dark light, male
female, good bad, goodness evil, white black, love hate -
composite to ALL

09:53   Indecision is a refrain from deciding that amounts to a
decision rendering the term ‘indecision’ as redundant.

09:57   A little of something serves as a whole lot more then a lot of
nothing

10:04   If tomorrow becomes yesterday and now is the past, is history
not essentially the present future?

10:16   Arbiter of arbitrary arbitration is attributer to attributes for an
arbiter to arbitrate arbitration attributable to the original arbiter

10:22   I am eating my breakfast, I am chewing my breakfast, I am
swallowing my breakfast. I am eating more breakfast, I am
chewing my breakfast, I
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17'th October, 2012

21:50   TO REMEMBER: We are from whom we came, denoted for
more then just by name, therein lies the truth, not the shame
of blame...

21:54   all my cares are in one basket - but he ain't twitching :-(

21'st October, 2012

17:21   What is your consideration regarding the following question: Is
social media a collective of individuals or individuals of a
collective?

17:29   Most won't when, most should watch this video:
http://t.co/S5e5TeOo

28'th October, 2012

11:27   New Epoch’s Beginning? http://t.co/qWLAppKJ via
@wordpressdotcom
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November

2'nd November, 2012

10:58   Check out the book from @BlurbBooks: Voice
http://t.co/fD2zyex8

3'rd November, 2012

10:48   New Beginnings? http://t.co/UuHGxlp9 via
@wordpressdotcom

10:55   If no one reads the words written, does that mean they do not
exist? naykdpoet 2012

11:08   Infected, infection, in-effect, is in-effectual to the affected if,
the infection is in-effective to affect the infected, effectively!

11:19   to change one's name is not to defame its previous claim for
the fame remains the same, just by another name's claim:
http://t.co/OflExYye

11:22   If Right is `right' is Left to be presumed as `wrong'?

4'th November, 2012

11:48   Free(dom) the Collective http://t.co/nWcOoAjb via
@wordpressdotcom
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5'th November, 2012

12:43   Hi, I just opened MY OWN ART STUDIO -
http://t.co/dXKnBnnP Take a look at my latest gallery of
photographs

7'th November, 2012

16:40   Poppy http://t.co/ffdXK2eU via @wordpressdotcom

18'th November, 2012

10:32   @sasapetricic - all i c r a bunch of `fat asses' -

10:34   @DerekStoffelCBC - yah - too bad they missed - but then
HAMMAS do not have sophisticated targeting for missiles
unlike ISRAEL -

10:38   @DerekStoffelCBC why is there no reporting from inside
GAZA, maybe because its TOO dangerous? Israel bombings
do inflict more casualties

10:41   @DerekStoffelCBC it is pathetic that more is told of a simple
two rockets in Israel then all the bombing going on in Gaza,
not to plnd invsn

11:26   London Protests in Solidarity with Gaza http://t.co/CEYKfcid
via @sharethis

11:27   The Roots of Israeli Attack on Gaza http://t.co/3mZcEJgm via
@sharethis
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11:42   Israel launches 180 airstrikes on Gaza overnight via
@Telegraph http://t.co/5ftge4q6

11:44   Brave Israeli Soldier Speaks Out On BBC Against the Crimes
of His Govern...: http://t.co/pjofJ6sg via @youtube

12:12   Comparing Israel's and Hamas' firepower http://t.co/6a1jkrZ1
#cnn GAZA does not stand a chance...

19'th November, 2012

22:46   The true identify of the genocidal mania that inhabits the
minds of Israeli Zionist - and the world is allowing to happen -
HOLOCAUST 2012

22'nd November, 2012

21:48   Pro-Palestinian Ads Ignite Firestorm Of Controversy:
http://t.co/Wj2p6YWB via @youtube how is the truth anti
Semitic? In yr face Israel

23'rd November, 2012

10:55   Newest Publication http://t.co/38SPVJZ7 via
@wordpressdotcom

10:55   Christmas Gift Idea http://t.co/Geue1FtY via
@wordpressdotcom
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24'th November, 2012

09:52   following BLACK FRIDAY mayhem - should re-brand to
BLOODY FRIDAY or CONSUMERISM GONE-WILD -get a
grip folks -

10:03   leaving my computer only to return to a note left me by my
buddy cat LJ wherein he said: xkjsl;ljdnsfnd dnllklk
dlsddndnad klkndssdn

10:20   drowning in the sea of anonymity whilst wailing for the life-ring
of recognition guardedly secured in the selfish possession of
celebrity

10:24   the mindset of the many is most often a reflection of the few
and for this, all must endure the consequence

10:29   to speak before it is spoken is cause to be original in thought
before it is forgotten and lost forever

10:31   a tempest in a teapot make for a strong brew so avoid at all
cost for it will lead to a sleepless night

10:37   if beauty is in the eye of the beholder; to the condition-state of
this Earth, I have become blind

10:45   the insidious vein of corruption meanders unabated through
the hallow halls of foundational institution, fed by humanity's
insatiable greed
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10:50   the power that stifles the voice of the many can only be
diminished if those so dis-enfranchised, demand the right to
be heard (Earth 2012)
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